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with imported and increasing game and fish-streams
galore* , . . And, of course, a population engaged in
conserving the woodlands, the game, and the streams;
and for another population hunting and pure air are
rendered available. It is a good achievement—but it is
an even more important symbol.
§
Because it is the writing on the wall for the Wood River
frame of mind.
§
I imagine my gentle readers to have been laughing in their
sleeves—and the ungentle ones throwing this book into the
fire—because I have again and again said that the only
thing that can save our world would be a change of heart.
"How/3 they say, "can a change of heart be brought
about? What sentimentalityJ What Utopianism!"
Yet here, in this very State where the barbaric yawp of
the mass-producer is still at its smug loudest; where to die
possessed of a $30,000,000 plantation, hotels, department
stores, community districts is to be proclaimed the "spiritual"
descendant of Penn. ... In this very district that in my
day was proclaimed to be the most politically corrupt
agglomeration in the world, the change of heart has been
so extraordinary that the whole aspect and the very climate
of the State has been changed. . . . utopia means "no-
where/' But this is here. And forestry is the most human-
izing, the most healthful of all human occupations. It is
at once a culture and a craft. From teenet to uset poles and
wattle gates you can make thirty different kinds of imple-
ments, fencing, and gear from the mere underwood of a
forest. I can do it myself . . . and proud of it. It makes
me a better citizen; it would make anyone a better citizen.
You call a machine that can turn out useless, inferior, or
defective objects a miracle. . . . Pennsylvania is Perm's
land of modern miracles. And you forget that you have
in your own frame a machine so miraculous that the real
sin against the Holy Ghost is to let it go unused. Well, it's
your funeral*

